THE GRAINGER COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Campus Map

1. Aerodynamics Lab
2. Agricultural and Biological Building
3. Beckman Institute
4. Ceramics Building
5. Ceramics Klin House
6. Coordinated Science Lab
7. Digital Computer Lab
8. Engineering Hall
9. Engineering Sciences Building
10. Engineering Senior Design Lab
11. Engineering Student Project Lab
12. Electrical & Computer Engineering Building
13. Everitt Lab
14. Grainger Engineering Library
15. Hydrosystems Lab
16. Loomis Lab
17. Materials Research Lab
18. Materials Science & Engineering Building
19. Mechanical Engineering Building
20. Mechanical Engineering Lab
21. Nick Holonyak, Jr. Micro and Nanotechnology Laboratory
22. NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications)
23. Newmark Lab
24. Nuclear Engineering Lab
25. Nuclear Radiation Lab
26. Optical Physics and Engineering Lab
27. Roger Adams Lab
28. Siebel Center
29. Superconductivity Center
30. Talbot Lab
31. Transportation Building
32. Illini Union
33. Admissions and Records
34. Turner Student Services
35. North Parking Garage
36. Campus Instructional Facility

Engineering buildings shown above in orange.
To view the online University of Illinois campus map visit: illinois.edu/map/view